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Abstract 
For any finite n > 3 there are two atomic n-dimensional cylindric algebras with the same atom 
structure, with one representable, the other. not. 
Hence, the complex algebra of the atom structure of a representable atomic cylindric algebra 
is not always representable, so that the class RCA, of representable n-dimensional cylindric 
algebras is not closed under completions. Further, it follows by an argument of Venema that 
RCA,, is not axiomatisable by Sahlqvist equations, and hence nor by equations where negation 
can only occur in constant terms. 
Similar results hold for relation algebras. 
Kc~~~~~~or&ls: C mpletions; Representations; Sahlqvist equations: Atom-canonicity 
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1. Introduction 
Algebraic logic is the study of algebraic theories corresponding to logical systems. 
Perhaps the oldest case is boolean algebra, which corresponds closely to propositional 
logic, or the logic of unary relations. In this paper we are concerned with the analogous 
systems for n-ary relations and binary relations, namely, cylindric algebras and relation 
algebras. As with boolean algebra, the notion of a cylindric algebra (or relation algebra) 
is defined axiomatically. The task is then to show (if possible) that any model of these 
axioms is isomorphic to a concrete algebra whose elements are n-ary relations on some 
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set and whose operations are defined set-theoretically in terms of these relations. This 
is known as the representation problem: a general model of the axioms is a cylindric 
algebra, and one isomorphic to a concrete algebra is called a representable cylindric 
algebra, the isomotphism itself being a representation. The logical analogue of an 
algebraic representation result is a completeness theorem. 
For boolean algebras, the representation problem found a successful solution in work 
of Stone [24]. Given a boolean algebra 99, Stone constructed a certain ‘perfect’ or 
‘canonical’ extension g* of it. 9??* is isomorphic to a concrete algebra of unary re- 
lations, and so suffices to represent .98, but it can be characterised abstractly up to 
isomorphism over @ by its topological properties. It is complete (closed under arbi- 
trary joins, or sums) and atomic. 
For cylindric algebras, the representation problem is not so easily resolved. In [15], 
Jonsson and Tarski extended the canonical extension construction to cylindric algebras 
and relation algebras (and to BAOs: boolean algebras enriched with arbitrary additive 
operators), but this could not be used to show that a cylindric algebra % was rep- 
resentable because its canonical extension %* was only isomorphic to an algebra of 
unary relations, and not, perhaps, of n-ary ones. The situation for relation algebras was 
similar. As it turned out, not every relation algebra is representable [16], and, indeed, 
the representable relation algebras are not finitely axiomatisable [21]; the same goes 
for cylindric algebras. However, Monk did show (reported in Theorem 2.12 of [20]) 
that the canonical extension of a representable algebra was also representable. For this 
and other reasons, canonical extensions became an important tool in algebraic logic 
and also in modal logic. 
Another important kind of extension of an algebra ~2 is its completion, which in 
essence is its smallest complete extension. More correctly, it is a complete algebra 
extending d and in which & is dense; this characterises it up to isomorphism over &. 
Although the canonical extension &* is also complete, in general it is not the same as 
the completion of &‘. For example, the completion is only atomic when .&’ is. Also, 
unlike canonical extensions, completions preserve all joins that exist in the original 
algebra. Monk [23] extended the known notion of completion of a boolean algebra to 
completely additive BAOs, including the cylindric algebras and relation algebras, and 
showed that the completion of a cylindric algebra is a cylindric algebra (and similarly 
for relation algebras). However, the analogue for completions of the preservation of 
representability by canonical extensions could not be established. In this paper, we 
prove that representability is not always preserved by completions. 
Our main result is: 
Theorem 1.1. For any jinite n 3 3 there are two atomic n-dimensional cylindric al- 
gebras JJ,,, %$ with the same atom structure,2 with sZ,, representable and CT?,, not 
representable. 
* This will be defined formally below 
There are ulso two utomic relation algebras with the sume utom structure, Lvith 
one representable, the other, not. 
We may replace ct;, in the theorem by the full complex (or power set) algebra3 over 
its atom structure, as this will also be non-representable (in fact, %,;, is obtained that way 
anyway). &,, being atomic, it is evidently dense in ‘&, and %,8 is clearly complete. So 
the completion of &‘,? is isomorphic to %i. Hence the following is completely equivalent 
to Theorem 1.1. 
Corollary 1.2. For un)) ,jinite n 2 3, there exists u representuhlr atomic n-dimensional 
t,yiindric al~gehru L&n whose completion Sir is not representable. 
There uiso exists u repr~Jsentab~e atomic’ relation ul~~~br~~ whose c~~~lpl~~ti~l~~ is nor 
re~~re~sent~i~~le. 
Moreover, Ed,, is dense in %,,, since both are atomic and have the same atoms. So WC 
obtain: 
Corollary 1.3. For each jnite n 3 3, there exists u non-representable atomic n- 
diF~en~~ionu1 cylindric ulgebra %,, with u representable dense .~ub~~~ebr~l. and simi- 
lcrr(l* ,fLv relution u~~ebras. 
This answers negatively a question posed in [4], namely whether a cylindric algebra 
with a representable dense subalgebra is necessarily representable itself. As the authors 
point out, this is equivalent to asking whether representability of cylindric algebras 
(and relation algebras) is preserved by completions, so Corollary 1.3 is also equivalent 
to Theorem 1.1. 
We derive one further consequence of Theorem I. 1 in Coroilary 1.7 below. 
It is striking that, taking the boolean algebra st~~ture of c&rz and %n as given, their 
cylindric algebra structure is determined by the way the diagonal and cylindrification 
operations behave on their atoms - i.e., by their atom structure. Of course, they have 
the sume atom structure. Now the difficulties in finding representations for cylindric 
algebras mostly arise from their cylindric structure - as we saw, it is easy to find 
representations of a boolean algebra, while the representable cylindric algebras are not 
finitely axiomatisable. So one would think that these problems could be pinned down to 
the atom structure, in the case of atomic algebras. That is, representability of an atomic 
cyhndric algebra should presumably depend only on its atom structure. Theorem 1. I 
shows that this is not so: there is more to the issue than that. 
1.1. Varieties of‘ BAOs 
Let us now consider this in more detail, from the point of view of boolean algebras 
with operators (BAOs). First, some terminology. We write the boolean operations as 
+, ., -. Let V be any variety of BAOs. So V is equationally axiomatised, and each of its 
j This will also be defined formally below 
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non-boolean operations f (n-ary, say) is normal (meaning V b f(xi, . . . ,Xi_i, O,Xi+i, .. . , 
xn)=O for each 1 <i<n) and additive (i.e., Vkf(xi )...) Xi-i,y+z,Xi+i )...) Xn)= 
f(xi ,..., X;_i,Y,Xi+r ,..., x,)+f(xi )...) xi-i,z,xi+i )...) X,) for each 1 <i<n; the vari- 
ables are implicitly universally quantified here). 
Definition 1.4. 
1. In this context, an atom structure is a structure in the signature consisting of an 
(n + 1 )-ary relation symbol R,f for every n-ary function symbol f E Sig V, the non- 
boolean part of the signature of V. 
2. Let d E V, and suppose that d is atomic (more properly, the boolean reduct of & 
is an atomic boolean algebra). The atom structure of d, written At -02, is the atom 
structure with domain the set of all atoms of d and with the relation symbol Rf 
(for n-ary f E Sig V) being interpreted so: 
3. We write At V for the class {At d: d E V, d atomic} of atom structures of atomic 
algebras in V. 
4. Given an atom structure 9, the complex algebra over 9 is defined to be the alge- 
bra Cm 9 = ( ~J(F), -, n, 0,F, f) ,fEsigV, where (p(F), -, f&0,9) is the boolean 
algebra of subsets of 9, and for each n-ary f E Sig V and Xi,. ,X, E ~J(F), 
f(X, ,..., &)={aEF:F/=Rf(a,bl,..., b,) for some bl EX, ,..., b,EX,}. 
Of course, the atom structure of Cm 9 is isomorphic to 9. 
5. By complex algebra we mean simply the complex algebra of some atom structure. 
6. Write RCA, for the variety of representable n-dimensional cylindric algebras (n 3 3) 
and RRA for the variety of representable relation algebras. 
Intuitively, the harder it is to determine whether an algebra is in V, the more compli- 
cated V is. So one measure of the complexity of V is the difficulty in distinguishing two 
algebras, one in V and the other not. Proving that V is not finitely axiomatisable, for 
example, shows that no first-order sentence serves to make the distinction. Similarly, if 
it can be shown that no equations generated by schemata of a certain type will axioma- 
tise V, then these schemata do not capture the full nature of V. Results of these kinds 
have indeed been proved for the important varieties RCA,, and RRA - e.g., [21, 22, 11. 
(The results of the current paper add to them somewhat; see Corollary 1.7 below.) 
1.2. Completely additive varieties 
Atomic algebras provide another measure of the complexity of V in the same vein, 
as one can ask whether, for an atomic algebra, its membership of V is determined 
by its atom structure: whether if d,g are atomic algebras of the signature of V, 
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and At .d k% At 2, then ._@ E V H &? E V. If not, it indicates again that V is rather 
complicated. But if so, then as we can often recover an atomic algebra from its atom 
structure, the study of at least the atomic algebras in V will reduce to the study of 
At V. In modal logic, this corresponds to working on the ‘frame’ level, and it has the 
advantage of allowing the use of modal-logical techniques. 
Let us see how this recovery works. An algebra is said to be complctQ additicr 
if the operations of S$V distribute over all joins that exist in the algebra. Formally, 
.cj’ is completely additive if for any tz-ary ,f E Sio V, rr , * I. ,?+# E 222, 1 < i 6 il, s c .d, 
we have 
If <CL’ is atomic and completely additive, we have 
for all r,rr , . . . , T,~ E fil and n-ary f E Sig V. So the full structure of .d is recoverable 
from its atom structure. This is not to say that there is always a unique algebra with 
a given atom structure; there is not. We only mean that the non-boolean structure 
of an atomic algebra is recoverable from its boolean structure together with its atom 
structure. 
We say that V is completely additive if every algebra in V is so. One might expect 
such varieties to be rare, as complete additivity appears unlikely to be axiomatisable 
in first-order logic. But the boolean meet and join are already completely additive, 
and this often transfers to the non-boolean operations on V. This is because many 
common varieties are conjugated: for any n-ary f E Sig V and 1 < i Q n, there is a 
term t,‘(xl , . . . ,x,,) in the signature of V such that for any .d E V and a I 1 . . . , a,,, b E .d, 
we have b ,.f(al,..., an)=0 iff ai -t/(al,..., a+.l,b,ai+~ ,. ..,a,,)=O. It is an exercise 
to show that any conjugated variety is completely additive (see [IS]). The varieties 
RRA and RCA, are conjugated, and so are completely additive. 
In the completely additive case we can tighten the connection between V and At V, 
as Venema has shown. Let B be an atom structure, and write TmF for the subalgebra 
of Cnr 9 generated by the atoms of 0~9. Tm 3 is atomic and its atom structure 
is 6. We call it the terirr ff~g~bra over .9, since every element of it is the value of 
some V-term with atoms as parameters. Because in the completely additive context the 
structure of an atomic algebra is determined by its atom structure, if .@’ is ar?y atomic 
algebra in V with atom structure F then the subalgebra of JXJ generated by its atoms 
is isomo~hic to TmF. Since V is closed under isomo~hism and taking subalgebras, 
we have 
(*I 9 E At V & Tm 9 f V, for all atom structures *Y. 
Clearly, TmP is completely additive. It follows that for each t E Tm.F, the set of 
atoms lying beneath I is definable in 9 by a first-order formula with parameters in 3. 
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By ‘substituting’ these formulas into the equations defining V, we arrive at a set Cv of 
first-order sentences expressing in terms of 9 that Tm 9 satisfies the equations of V. 
BY (*), 
Theorem 1.5 (Venema [26]). If V is completely additive then At V is elementary and 
is explicitly axiomatised by CV, a.first-order theory that can be constructed eflectively 
from an equational axiomatisation of V. 4 
It follows from this that At RCA, and At RRA are elementary classes. (It can be 
shown that they are not finitely axiomatisable in first-order logic, nor in the infinitary 
logic LW,,.) 
1.3. Sahlqvist axiomatisations 
Given a completely additive variety V, we know that we can recover an atomic 
algebra in V from its atom structure. Theorem 1.5 makes us think that we have at least 
as tight a grasp on At V as on V. To complete the picture, it would be satisfactory to 
show that an atomic algebra’s membership of V is determined by its atom structure: 
i.e., for atomic d, 3, if d E V and At & E At B then 9 E V. Then, as we said, the 
study of V could in large measure be carried out on At V. 
Unfo~unately, things are not so simple. In [25], Venema shows that conjugated 
Sahlqvist varieties do behave like this: 
Fact 1.6 (Venema [25]). rf‘ V is a conjugated variety and is a~iomatisable by 
Sahlqvist equations, &, 99, are atomic, and At & 2 At B’? then zf E V H 33 E V. 
But in [26] he shows that not all varieties do. Theorem 1.1 above shows that 
the representable cylindric algebras are also badly behaved in this regard, since, in 
the notation of that theorem, we have At ~2~ =At %$, ~4~ E RCA,l, but 9$, +Y! RCA,. So 
the idea of studying RCA, via At RCA, is problematic. The situation for RRA is similar, 
by the relation algebra part of Theorem 1. I. 
Note that since RCA, and RRA are conjugated, we deduce from Theorem 1.1 and 
Fact 1.6 the following: 
Corollary 1.7. RCA, is not ax~orn~t~~~ab~e by Sahlqv~st equations. Neither is RRA. 
This strengthens a result of Andrika [l] that RCA,, cannot be axiomatised by positive 
equations. It also solves a problem raised in [8], namely whether RCA, can be axiom- 
atized with ‘positive-in-the-wider-sense’ formulas - i.e., complementation can occur in 
constant terms. Andreka’s proof does not settle that case. But Corollary 1.7 shows that 
no Sahlqvist, hence no positive-in-the-wider-sense axiomatization, is possible. 
4 An earlier draft of the present paper included a proof of this result for V the variety RRA of representable 
relation algebras, using ideas from [IO]; it has been superseded by Venema’s result and so no Ionger appears. 
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1.4. Complex algebras 
In many important cases, V is the variety generated by its complex algebras. If so, 
we might hope to study V by studying the class StrV of atom structures of complex 
algebras in V, or perhaps some other class of atom structures whose complex algebras 
generate V, as an alternative to the now compromised plan to use At V. 
One such case is when V is canonical ~ closed under the map taking an algebra .cJ 
to its canonical extension. Then, V is actually the class of all algebras that embed into 
Cm 3 for some .F E Str V (in the standard notation, V = SCm Str V), so the connection 
is even tighter. We saw above the result of Monk that RRA and RCA, are canonical 
varieties. 
Coldblatt [7] discusses this approach. We conclude with some questions related to 
it. Not many of them are due to us. 
I. Is Str RRA an elementary class? (This was asked by Maddux [18].) Is it closed un- 
der elementary equivalence? Is it set theoretically absolute? We make two remarks 
here. (1) It can be shown that Str RRA is not finitely axiomatisable in first-order 
logic, nor in L’&. (2) In [16], Lyndon gave an infinite set of first-order condi- 
tions which axiomatise the finite representable relation algebras. All quantifiers in 
these conditions are already relativised to atoms, so they can be rewritten easily 
as conditions on relation algebra atom structures, It can be shown that any relation 
algebra atom structure satisfying these conditions is in Str RRA. The converse fails: 
a counterexample can be found in [ 17. p. 1541, where it is used differently, to show 
that there are relation algebras with an n-dimensional ‘cylindric basis’ but no such 
(~1 + 1 )-dimensional basis. 
2. What is the corresponding situation for Str RCA,, (3 <PI < to)? 
3. Note that At V = {atom structures .F : .d E V for SOFHP .d with At .d = S}. while 
if V is completely additive, StrV = {atom structures ,F : -c/l E V for all .G1/ with 
At .d=3}. So it is of interest whether results such as Theorem 1.5 carry over to 
Str V. We therefore ask for which V is Str V elementary. 
4. More generally, is every canonical variety generated by the complex algebras of an 
elementary class of frames? This is an important question in modal logic, equiva- 
lent to asking whether any canonical modal logic (one validated by its canonical 
frame) is characterised by an elementary class of Kripke frames. (The converse 
was proved by van Benthem [6].) Goldblatt [7] showed it to be true when V also 
satisfies At V = Str V; a proof can be obtained using the methods of Theorem I .5 
above. 
1.5. Tlzr proqf’ 
The underlying reason why an atomic algebra .eJ can be representable and its com- 
pletion % not representable is that ‘6 generally has more elements than .d. These 
would have to be represented properly in a representation of ‘6. which means that their 
boolean and cylindric properties in % must be mirrored by the relations they become. 
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For certain d, deadlocks occur however one tries to find suitable relations for the 
extra elements in %?‘. Crudely, & has few relations so a representation of it can sweep 
potential problems under the carpet. Adding the new relations in V forces the problems 
to the surface. 
Let us outline the proof of Theorem 1.1. We said that ~-dimensional cylindric algebra 
is intended as an algebraic analogue of the logic of n-ary relations, so it is fitting that 
the algebra _G& of Theorem 1.1 is obtained as the algebra of those sets of n-tuples 
of a certain structure M that are definable in n-variable first-order logic, L”. d, is 
by definition a concrete algebra, so is representable. We also require it to be atomic, 
which roughly we achieve by finding A4 which is ‘n-homogeneous’; there are some 
subtleties here, which we will go into later. 
%$, is the completion of J&. So one might think that it should be the sets of n- 
tuples of h4 definable in n-variable infinitary logic, where arbitrary conjunctions and 
disjunctions of formulas can be taken. This would only be so if the given representation 
of z& is complete - that is, it respects all joins that exist in dfl - whereas in fact no J.$, 
as in Theorem 1.1 can have a complete representation. But there is available another 
kind of representation of G$, obtained by rehtivising to the union of the atoms of -02,. 
This union is a set of n-tuples of M but not the set of all n-tuples. This relativised 
representation is complete, and we can now obtain G$;, from it by closing under union. 
By giving n-variable logic itself a relativised semantics, the two notions match, and “G, 
is expressed in terms of infinitary n-variable logic, as expected. 5 
The final step is to choose A4 so that $$ is not representable. Let us sketch how 
this is done for relation algebras, which are also covered in Theorem 1.1; the argu- 
ment for cylindric algebras is essentially the same. We have a representable atomic 
relation algebra ,d and its elements can be taken to be all binary relations definable 
on M in 3-variable first-order logic. Its operations are of course the boolean functions, 
identity (equality), converse, and relational composition ‘;‘. Write %? for the com- 
pletion of .G?. 
In this case, the signature of M consists of binary relation symbols, and, roughly 
speaking, their interpretations in A4 are the atoms of ~2. For this sketch we treat the 
atoms as being symmetric. Broadly, we can view M as a complete undirected graph 
whose edges are coloured, the colours being the relations in its signature. The most 
impo~ant colours are the shades of red, 5: for i c u and j < k < 3, and these can be 
regarded as atoms of %?. There are further atoms of %7, coloured white, green, etc, but 
we will not discuss these now. There is also a special shade of red, p, which comes 
from a relation outside the signature and is not an atom of ‘6. Nonetheless, A4 does 
have p-coloured edges. 
The critical part of the structure of A4 is the red part. M will have an infinite 
set of points with p-edges between any two of them. Because ‘& arises from h4, any 
representation of % would also have an infinite set of points, say a, (n < w), the relation 
5 It therefore seems more natural to define &‘,, in terms of this rclativised representation, and this is the 
approach we take in the text. 
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between any two being ‘red’. We may call this set a ‘red clique’. More formally, the 
representation is an isomorphism from ‘% to a concrete relation algebra. Under this 
isomorphism, the join in 55’ of all the red atoms corresponds to a binary relation ‘red’ 
which holds on any pair (~,,,a,,,) for distinct n,m < co. Remember that the red atoms 
are the $. only, and do not include p. 
The difficulty we find in representing % is that it is complete, so that the join of 
every set of red atoms is available as an element of the algebra. This means that the 
representation must ‘decide’ whether (the relation corresponding to) any given join of 
reds should hold or fail between any two distinct a, in the clique. Consider the three 
joins v li(,) I$ = R/k, for each j < k < 3. We know that the join R of all red atoms holds 
between every pair a,,a,. R is finitely partitioned by Rol V Rol V R12, so exactly one 
/?,k holds between any two a,. By the pigeonhole principle, we can find three points, 
say QO,QI,Q?, with the same Rik holding between ao,al and between a~, a2. 
However, A4 is designed so that no red triangle of the form ($, $, $L, ), with two 
equal lower pairs of indices, embeds into it. Hence, (5;; 5;: ) $y, = 0 in %. By com- 
plete additivity, (R,k; R,k) R = 0 in % also. So no representation of % can contain a 
triangle of the form (a~, al,a2) above. This is a contradiction and we deduce that % 
has no representation. 
Why was this not a problem in representing ,c/? Simply because the joins R,k = 
v *<,,, I;; do not exist in &‘, so a representation is not forced to decide which of them 
holds on an edge in a red clique. In fact, the only joins of red atoms that exist in .d 
are joins of finitely and of cofinitely many reds. In the representation given by M, only 
the cofinite joins of reds hold on edges coloured by p. No inconsistency is created by 
this. Thus, ~1 functions in a sense as a non-standard red colour, corresponding to the 
non-principal ultrafilter of .d generated by all cofinite sets of red atoms. 
Clearly, all this hinges on the construction of M. This is done in Proposition 2.6 
below, and we will try to explain the idea informally in Section 2.2. The method 
was developed by Hirsch in [9], where it was used to show that the class of relation 
algebras having a complete representation is not elementary. The method was extended 
to give the corresponding result for both relation algebras and cylindric algebras in 
[ 111. More recently it has been used to prove that it is undecidable whether a finite 
relation algebra is representable [12], and that the variety generated by the relation 
algebras having an n-dimensional basis (cf. [19]) is not finitely axiomatisable [ 131. 
This paper is in the area of algebraic logic, but we have hopes of reaching a wider 
audience. We believe that the use of model theory may help to do this, as well as 
being appropriate to the material. To the same end, we have tried to make the work 
self-contained; we hope that algebraic logicians in particular will bear with us if we 
appear to be repeating some of their standard arguments, as in Lemma 5.5, for example. 
1.6. Out&r of the paper 
In the next section we construct the coloured graph M discussed above. Some dis- 
cussion of it takes place in Section 3, preceded by some model-theoretic definitions. 
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The sets of n-tuples of M that are definable by formulas with n variables will be used 
in Sections 4 and 5 to provide algebras with the required properties for Theorem 1.1. 
In Section 4 we also recall the requisite facts on cylindric algebras. Section 6 briefly 
discusses the relation algebra case of Theorem 1.1. 
1.7. Notation 
Our notation is mostly standard. We usually use the same notation for a structure, 
graph, or algebra as for its domain or universe; this is standard model-theoretic and 
algebraic practice, though it is admittedly not common in algebraic logic. An ordinal 
is the set of all smaller ordinals: so for n < w, n = (0, 1, . . , n - 1). Throughout, maps 
are regarded formally, as sets of ordered pairs. Thus, if 8 is a map, we write ltll for 
the cardinality of the set that is 8. We write dom(tQmg(0) for the domain and range 
of 8, respectively. We write Zdx for the identity map on a set X. ~J(X) denotes the 
power set of X. 
We write cZ,X, etc., for sequences. A sequence (or tuple) C of elements of a set 
X, of length n, is formally an element of the set “X of maps from n to X. We 
write ai for the ith element of this sequence (i < n), and mg(Z) for {a~, . . . , a,_l}. 
We may write 5 as (ao,...,a,_i). If 8:X + Y is a map, we write e(C) for the se- 
quence (U(Q), . . , B(u,_i)) E “Y. If Z,b are n-sequences, we write (5 c) 6) for the map 
{(ai,&) : i < n}. F or i < n, we write Z E, & if aj = bj for all j < n with j # i. 
2. Coloured graphs 
We are now going to deal with the cylindric algebra case, and we fix the dimension 
3 <n < o of our cylindric algebras. The first aim is to construct a certain ‘coloured 
graph’ (‘M’, of Proposition 2.6, as discussed in Section 1.5). We will discuss the 
construction informally in Section 2.2. 
2. I. Definitions 
Let us first set down what a coloured graph is. 
Definition 2.1. A coloured graph is an undirected graph r such that every edge (un- 
ordered pair of nodes) of r is coloured (or labelled) by a unique edge colour (below), 
and some ordered (n - 1)-tuples have unique colours, too. The edge colours are: 
l greens: gi (i = 1,. . , n - 2) and gb (i < o); 
l whites: wi (i = 0,. . , n - 2); 
l reds: 51 (i < o, j < k < n), and p. 
The colours for (n - I)-tuples are: 
0 yellows: ys (S C w, S = 0 or S finite. 6 ) 
6For the construction of Proposition 2.6, it suffices if S=o or /S/ <n 
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Xn 
Fig. I A t-cone. 
Notation 2.2. We will sometimes write T(.x,y) for the colour of an edge (x,y) in the 
coloured graph r. Note that these may not always be defined: for example, T(x.x-) is 
not. 
If r is a coloured graph, and D C r, we write r[D for the induced subgraph of 
r on the set D (it inherits the edges and colours of r, on its domain D). We write 
A c r if A is an induced subgraph of r in this sense. 
Definition 2.3. Let r, A be coloured graphs, and 0 : r - A be a map. I) is said to be a 
~oloured guqph embedding, or simply an embeddiny, if it is injective and preserves all 
edges, and all colours, where defined, in both directions. An isomorphism is a bijective 
embedding. 
Definition 2.4. Let r be a coloured graph consisting of n nodes, x0,. ,x,,_?, I’. such 
that (x;, y) is an edge of r for each j < n - 1. Let t < w. We call I- a t-cone if for 
each j < n ~ 1, the edge (x,, y) is coloured gj if j > 0, and gi, if j = 0, and no other 
edges of r (if any) are coloured green. See Fig. 1. The uppex of the cone is y. its 
base {x0,. ,x,_~}. The tint of the cone is t. These are well-defined, as any r can be 
viewed as a cone in at most one way. Notice that a cone induces a linear ordering on 
its base, namely, x0,. ,x,-2. 
Now we define a class 3 of certain coloured graphs. 
Definition 2.5. The class 3 consists of all coloured graphs r (possibly the empty 
graph) with the following properties. 
1. f is a complete graph (all possible edges are present). 
2. r contains no triangles of the following types: 
0 (g, g’, <J* ) for any green colours g. g’, g*, 
l (~gi,gi,~,) for any i= l,..., n - 2, 
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Fig. 2. A triangle of the form (gz,g2,w2). 
for any j, k < w, 
. (~~,$;“qap ) unless i=i’=i* and I{(j,k),(j’,k’),(j*,k*)}l=3, 
0 ($,l;‘;,,p) for any i, j, k, i’, j’, k’, 
l (&P> P) for any i,j,k. 
3. 
4. 
Roughly (ignoring yellows), this means that no coloured graph of the form shown 
in Fig. 2, for example, embeds into r. More formally, there do not exist x, y,z E r 
with T(x,y)=T(y,z)=gz and T(x,z)=wz. 
If a~, . . , an_2 E r are distinct, and no edge (aj, ai) (i < j < n - 1) is coloured green, 
then the tuple (a~, . . , ~~-2) is coloured a unique shade of yellow. No other (n - l)- 
tuples are coloured yellow. 
If D = {do,. . . ,d,,_z, S} 2 r, and r[D (the coloured graph induced on 0) is a 
t-cone with apex 6, inducing the ordering do,. . .,d,,-2 on its base, and the tuple 
(do,. . . ,dn_2) is coloured ys, then t ES. 
Clearly, 3 is closed under isomorphism and under induced subgraphs. B depends on n. 
2.2. Remarks 
The idea behind the definition is roughly as follows. In Proposition 2.6 below, we 
construct a countably infinite graph M E B which will be ‘n-homogeneous’, in the sense 
that the context of any subgraph A C: A4 of size <n - the ways in which A can be 
extended in A4 to a subgraph of size n - depend only on the isomorphism type of 
A, and not on the ‘location’ of A within M. We achieve this by building A4 as the 
union of a chain ro 2 ri C . of finite graphs in 9, in w stages. The stages will be 
used to pad out the contexts of any two copies of any A to be the same. For this to 
work, the rules defining 9 must make it easy to ‘glue on’ (or amalgamate) a context 
to any K. This is the role of the white and yellow colours. Triangles with a white side 
are uncommon in Definition 2.542) so white allows a context to be glued on fairly 
freely. Where white cannot be used, p can be; but only if it fits the existing context. 
Yellow helps here, as it prohibits certain inconvenient contexts from occurring at all, 
by coding the ones that are allowed. 
Roughly, the n-homogeneity of A4 will allow us to construct an atomic n-dimensional 
cylindric algebra AX! from M. The atoms of & will be essentially the subgraphs of A4 
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of size fn with no p-edge. To show that every non-zero element of .nC contains an 
atom will require blurring the distinction between p and the l;‘k; but $9 is fairly even- 
handed between these, and the homogeneity of M is sufficient to cope. The machinery 
that makes it work is introduced in Section 3, where we will discuss it further; the 
process is completed in Section 4. 
The green colours are not to do with homogeneity. They create the ‘red clique’ 
of the introduction (Section 1.5), yielding non-representability of the algebra %,! of 
Theorem 1.1. 
2.3. The main construction 
Proposition 2.6. There is u countable coloured gruph M E 9 w?th the follou’inq 
property 
l Zf’dCd’~!!?, IA’l<n, und fI:A -+ M is an embedding. then H extends to un em- 
bedding 0’ : A’ 4 M. 
Proof. Two players, V and 3, play a game to build a coloured graph M. They play 
by choosing a chain & c fi C . of finite graphs in 9; the union of the chain will be 
the graph M. 
There are cu rounds. In each round, V and 3 do the following. Let r E 9 be the graph 
constructed up to this point in the game. V chooses A E 9 of size < n. and an embed- 
ding 0: A - r. He then chooses an extension A & At E 9, where 1 A+\A I< 1. These 
choices, (A, 0, A+), constitute his move. 3 must respond with an extension r & r+ E 9 
such that H extends to an embedding 19 : A+ 4 P. Her response ends the round. 
The starting graph I-,, E 9 is arbitrary but we will take it to be the empty graph in Y. 
Lemma 2.7. 3 never gets stuck - she can a1u~ay.s ,$m’ u suitable e.xtension ri- c % 
Proof. Let r E 9 be the graph built at some stage, and let V choose the graphs 
A 2 A+ E 9 and the embedding 0 : A 4 r. Thus, his move is (A, H, A+ ). 
We now describe 3’s response. If f is empty, she may simply play il’. Otherwise. 
she pluys r + = r if’ she can - i.e., if A’ = A, if A is empty and r is not, or if 
IA+\Aj = 1, A’\A = {6}, and there is already a node ;’ E r such that N U {( 6. y)} is a 
coloured graph embedding from Ai into I-. 
So assume that she cannot play P = r (we will use this assumption later). Let 
F = mg(U) 2 r. (So IFI <n.) Since A and T[F are isomorphic coloured graphs (via 
U), and 3 is closed under isomorphism, we may assume with no loss of generality 
that V actually played (rrF,Zd~, A+), where T[F C A+ t 9, A+\F = (~3). and ci g P. 
We may view V’s move as building a coloured graph r* 2 r, whose nodes are those 
of r together with 6, and whose edges are the edges of r together with edges from ci 
to every node of F. The coloured graph structure on r* is given by 
l r is an induced subgraph of r* (i.e., r C r*), 
. r*[(Fu{6})=A+. 
Fig. 3. V’s move - the graph f* 
See Fig. 3. Colours of edges and (n - I)-tuples in Ai but not in I’ are determined 
by V’s move, so we regard him as having chosen them. Note that no (n - 1 )-tuple 
containing both fi and elements of f\F has a colour in P. 
Now 3 must extend I’” to a complete graph on the same nodes and complete the 
colouring, yielding a graph P E 9. Thus, she has to define the colour r+(p,s) for all 
nodes ,B E f\F, and also select appropriate yellow colours for (n - I)-tuples of nodes 
of 1’” where necessary, in such a way as to meet the conditions of Definition 2.5. She 
does this as follows. 
If there is no f E F such that r*(& f), r*( 6, f) are coloured 91, and g$ for some 
t, 14, respectively, then 3 defines the colour 1-‘(8, S) to be WO. 
Otherwise, if for some i with 0 < i c n - I, there is no f E F such that r*(B,f), 
r*(s,f) are both coloured gi, then 3 defines the colour r+(/3,6) to be wi for any 
such i (say, the least such). 
Otherwise, 6 and /3 are both the apexes of cones on F in P that induce the same 
linear ordering on F. (There are no green edges in F because A+ E 3, so it has 
no green triangles.) Now 3 has no choice but to pick a red colour for ri{J?, 6) 
- a green label is impossible because then @, &,f) (any ,f EF) would be an all- 
green triangle, contrary to Definition 2.5(2); wi for i > 0 is also impossible, because 
there is f E F with (p, f) and (6, f) both labelled yi; and a similar problem occurs 
with we. 
The colour she chooses is p. 
This defines all edge colours of r +. Notice that 3 only chooses red or white colours 
for her edges. She never uses green. 
4. Finally, for each tuple of distinct elements 2 = (aa,. . . , a,-2) E “-‘(I++) such that 
a$ n-rT~J”-lA+ and with no edge (ai,aj) coloured green in r+, 3 colours G by _VS, 
wbere 
S = (t < w : there is a t-cone in f* 
with base a~, . . . , an-z, in the induced ordering}. 
Clearly, S is finite. We remark that it can be shown that /S/ < IFI <n. 
This completes the definition of r’. 
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Fig. 4. The new triangles 
It remains to check that this strategy works - that conditions 2-4 from the definition 
of 9 (Definition 2.5) are met. 
First we check that (n - I)-tuples are labelled appropriately, by yellow colours. 
Condition 3 of Definition 2.5 is trivially satisfied. Consider condition 4. Let D be a 
set of n nodes of P, and suppose that P [D is a t-cone with base {do.. , d,,_z}. 
say, and that the tuple d= (do,. , d,, -2) (in the induced ordering) is labelled _t‘s in 
r--. We must show that t E S. Note first that if D C r then as the graph r constructed 
so far is in 9, we do have t ES. If D C A +, then as V chose A- in 9 we get t ES 
similarly. If neither holds, then D contains cF and also some node /j E T\F. i3 has just 
chosen the colour r+(J, S), and her strategy ensures that it is not green. Hence, neither 
[j nor ii can be the apex of the cone r+ [O, so they must both lie in the base, 2. This 
implies that d is not yet labelled in I’*; so 3 has just applied her strategy to choose 
the colour ys to label d in Tc. But the strategy will have chosen S containing t. since 
r* [D is already a cone in r* - 3 never chooses a green edge, so all green edges of 
r+ lie in P*. This is satisfactory, and we are done. 
We now check condition 2, about edge colours of triangles. The new triangles 
those in r+ but not in r* - come in two kinds: those of the form (p,6, f) for some 
.~‘EF and BET\F, and those of the form (fl, B’,S) for distinct fl,p’ t T\F. See Fig. 4. 
For the first kind, note that if 3 coloured (p, 8) with p then both (fi,f‘) and (6, f ) 
must be green, so there can be no clash with Definition 2.5(2). If she used white (IV,. 
say) to colour (P,r?): the only problem with Definition 2.5(2) would be if (fi, f‘) and 
((S..f) were both coloured by a green with lower index i. Her strategy avoids using II‘, 
in precisely this case. 
Consider now the second kind of triangle, (fr. /Y, 6). If 3 coloured (p, 6) white then 
there can be no problem, since she did not colour (fl’, 6) green. Similar reasoning 
applies if (p/,6) is white. If 3 coloured (fl,6) and ([Y,(s) red, and (/r, /Y) is not red, 
then again there is no clash with Definition 2.5. 
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Fig. 5. The hard case 
That leaves one hard case, where 3 colours both (p, S) and (/I’, S) red (with p), and 
the old edge (p,B’) has already been coloured red, earlier in the game. 
We claim that (/?,/Y) was coloured by 3. As we assume inductively that 3 used the 
given strategy throughout the game so far, she will have also used p to colour (p, p’) 
_ so there is no problem with Definition 2.5(2). 
So suppose, for a contradiction, that (&/I’) was coloured by V. Since 3 has just 
chosen red colours for (p,S) and (p’,S), it must be the case that there are cones in 
r* with apexes /3, p’, 6 and the same base, F, each inducing the same linear ordering 
.?=fo,...,fi2, say, on F. Of course, the tints of these cones may all be different (see 
Fig. 5). 
We know that no edge in F is labelled green, as no cone base can contain green 
edges. Since r E 9, it obeys condition 3 of Definition 2.5, so f must be labelled by 
some yellow colour, ys, say. Since A+ E 9, it obeys condition 4 of Definition 2.5, so 
the tint t (say) of the cone from 6 to s must lie in S. 
Suppose that R was the last node of F U {/I, /I’} to be created, as the game proceeded. 
As lFU {S,B’}I ==n + 1, we see that 3 must have chosen the colour of at least one 
edge in this set: say, (i,, ,LL). Now all edges from B into F are green, and so coloured 
by V’, and the edge (p, 0’) was also coloured by him. The same holds for edges from 
/?’ to F. Hence i,, p E F. 
We can now see that it was 3 who chose the colour ys of 7. For ys was chosen 
in the round when F’s last node, I., was created. It could only have been chosen by 
V if he also picked the colour of every edge in F involving A. This is not so, as the 
edge (&,u) was coloured by 3, and lies in F. 
As t ES, it follows from the definition of 3’s strategy that at the time when 3. was 
added, there was already a t-cone with base f in the same induced order Jo,. , fn_2, 
and apex ‘/, say. Thus, I’[(F u (7)) is a t-cone in r. 
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Let 8’ = 1d~ U ((6, y)}. Now the only (n - I )-tuples of either F U {d} or F U {y} 
with a yellow colour in d +,r (respectively) are in F, since all others involve a green 
edge. It follows that 8’ : A+ --+ r is a coloured graph embedding. 
But this means that 3 could have taken P = r in the current round, and not 
extended the graph. This is contrary to our original assumption, and completes the 
proof. 0 
Now there are only countably many finite graphs in 9. up to isomorphism. and 
each of the graphs built during the game is finite. Hence ‘d may arrange to play every 
possible (d, 19, A+) (up to isomorphism) at some round in the game. Suppose he does 
this, and let A4 be the union of the graphs played in the game. We check that M is as 
required. Certainly, M E 9, since 9 is clearly closed under unions of chains. Also, let 
A (I A’ E 9 with (A’1 <n, and 0 : A +M be an embedding. We prove that (9 extends to 
A’, by induction on d = iA’\Al. If this is 0, there is nothing to prove. Assume the result 
for smaller d. Choose a E A’\A and let AC = A’ I( A U {u} ) E 9. As 1 A/ < n. at some 
round in the game, at which the graph built so far was r, say, V would have played 
(A, 0. A+) (or some isomorphic triple). Hence, if 3 constructed r’ in that round, there 
is an embedding O+ : A+ + Tc extending 8. As r+ C A4, Of is also an embedding: 
A+ ---j M. Since 1 A’\A+ 1 < d, 8+ extends inductively to an embedding 0’ : A’ -M, as 
required. 0 
3. Model theory of A4 
Here we establish the main properties of the graph A4 of Proposition 2.6. To do so, 
we will need some (fairly) standard notions from model theory, and we discuss these 
first. A good modern reference is [14]. 
Let L be a signature without function or constant symbols, and let A be an L-structure. 
3.1. Classical semantics 
Definition 3.1. Recall the definition of the infinitary language L”,,,,. The atomic for- 
mulas are xi =xj for any i, j < n, and R(Y) for any k-ary R E L and any k-tuple X of 
variables taken from x0,. . . ,X,-I. If p is an L”,,,- formula then so are lcp and %,cp for 
i < n; and if @ is a set of L”!,,- formulas then /j @ and V @ are also L”,,,,-formulas. 
Of course, we write A{ 40, *} as cp A $, etc. 
The logic L”,,,) is given semantics in A in the usual way, defining A b q(Z) for 
an n-tuple 5 of elements of A by induction on the formula cp. Note that not all of 
x0,. . ,x,_ 1 need occur free in cp: so, for example, A b (x3 =xz)(ao, , a,_ 1) iff u3 = u?. 
We generally use the notation A k cp( -) a only when a is an n-tuple, though if R EL has 
arity k we do write A /= R(al,. ,ak) if (al,. . ,ak) stands in the relation defined by 
R in A. A similar convention holds for ‘A k a = h’. In Lemma 6.1 we will use both 
notations. 
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Definition 3.2. Let L” denote the first-order fragment of L’z,,,. 
Definition 3.3. An n-back-and-forth system on A is a set 0 of one-to-one partial 
maps : A + A such that: 
1. if BE@ then l0(<n, 
2. if 0’ C 0 E 0 then 0’ E 0, 
3. if BE 0, 101 < n, and a E A, then there is 0’ > 0 in 0 with a E dom(0’) (‘forth’), 
4. if 0 E 0, 101 < n, and a E A, then there is 0’ > 0 in 0 with a E rng(0’) (‘back’). 
We could require that 0 is non-empty, but this will always be so in the applications 
in any case. 
Definition 3.4. Recall that a partial isomorphism of A is a partial map 0 : A + A that 
preserves all quantifier-free L-formulas. 
Fact 3.5 (Barwise, [5]). Let 0 be an n-back-and-forth system of partial isomor- 
phisms on A, let a,& E “A, and suppose that 0 = (a H 6) is a map in 0. Then A /= q(Z) 
$ A k q(b), ji)r any formula q of L”,,,,. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of cp. If 47 is quantifier-free, the result is immediate 
because 0 is a partial isomorphism of A. The boolean cases are also evident. If the 
result holds inductively for cp, consider 3x;(p. If A k hiq(C) then for some 5’ E ‘A with 
C’ =i Cz, we have A /= q(2). Let 0- = H[{aj :j # i}. Then 0- E 0 and /0-I < n. Using 
the ‘forth’ property of 0, take 0’ E 8 extending 0- and defined on a:. Let b’ = Q’(E’). By 
the inductive hypothesis, A b cp(b’). Since b’ -i b, we have A /= 3xjq$b). The converse 
is similar, using the ‘back’ property of 0. 0 
3.2. Relativised semantics 
Suppose that W C “A is a given non-empty set. We can relativise quantifiers to W, 
giving a new semantics ‘ bw for L’&,, which has been intensively studied in recent 
times (see, e.g., [2, 31). If aE W: 
l for atomic cp, A /==wcp(Z) iff A + q(a), 
l the boolean clauses are as expected, 
l for i < n, A ~~3xi~(C) iff A /=wq(Z’) for some 6’ E W with 5’ _-i ~7. 
Corollary 3.6. Zf W is Lk,- dejnable, 0 is an n-back-and-forth system of partial 
isomorphisms on A, ci, 6 E W, and (a k 6) E 0, then A bwcp(E) ifs A kwq(b) for any 
formula cp of L”,,. 
Proof. Assume that W is definable by the L”,,-formula $, so that W = (5 E “A : A b 
$(a)}. We may relativise the quantifiers of L&,l-formulas to $. For each L”,,-formula 
cp we obtain a relativised one, cp*, by induction, the main clause in the definition being: 
l (3Xi(p)’ = 3Xj($ A 42’). 
Then clearly, A khii,q(E) iff A + cp$(tT). for all ZE W. The corollary now follows from 
Fact 3.5. c: 
3.3. Colourecl graphs and model theory 
We wish to view the graph M of Proposition 2.6 as a classical structure. 
Definition 3.7. Let L’ be the signature consistin g of the binary relation symbols 
~1, (i= I ,..., n - Z), & (i < III), wi (i <N - I), 5; (i < m,,j < k <n), and p. and the 
(n - 1 )-ary relation symbols J’S (S C 01, S == CO or S finite). 
Let L = L- \ (/I>. From now on, the logics L”, L’!_, are taken in this signature. 
We may regard any non-empty coloured graph equaily as an L+-structure, in the 
obvious way. 
The ‘n-homogeneity’ built into M by its construction would suggest that the set of all 
partial isomorphisms of M of cardinality at most n forms an n-back-and-forth system. 
This is indeed true, but we can go further. The rules defining 9 in Definition 2.5(2 ) 
treat each of the reds 5; for i < tin in the same way. Even p is not dissimilar, for a 
clique of at most n points of M with all edges between them labelled by i’ behaves 
very like a subset of M of the same size with the edges labelled by r,; for fixed i 
and distinct pairs (j, k) (j <k < n) ~ there are just enough pairs (,j, k) to go round, so 
such a set does exist in M. Thus, the one-to-one maps of size <:n defined on M that 
preserve all colours modulo a suitable permutation of the red colours will also form 
an n-back-and-forth system. This is the content of Lemma 3.10 below. 
Definition 3.8. Let x be a permutation of the set OJ U {p}. Let r, A E 99 have the same 
size. and let 8 : r + A be a bijection. We say that 0 is a z-isomorphism from r to .A 
if for each Z E ‘-I r, e(G) is coloured JIM in A iff 5 is coloured _ys in I-, and for each 
distinct X, _V E r, 
l If T(x. y) = $, then 
A(fl(.x), B(y)) = Pj oth;mise_ 
i 
if u(i) 5 P, 
Ps 
l if T(x. _Y) = p, then 
d(f&Y), O(y)) = 
$” for some j, k < n, if x(i)) # P$ 
P3 otherwise. 
l If r(x,v) is not red, then ~(~(~),~(~~))= &,.Y). 
Definition 3.9. For any permutation x of (1) U (p}, 0” is the class of partial one-to-one 
maps from A.4 to M of size at most n that are X-isomorphisms on their domains. We 
write @ for @‘“*a IJ t 1’1 , 
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Lemma 3.10. For any permutation x of WU {p}, @ is an n-back-and-forth 
on M. 
system 
Proof. Clearly, 01 is closed under restrictions. We check the ‘forth’ property. Let 
8 E 0” have size t < n. Enumerate dom( O), rng( 0) respectively as {ao, . . . , a,_ I}, 
{bo, . . . , bt_l }, with @ai) = bi for i < t. Let a, E M be arbitrary, let 6, GM be a new 
element, and define a complete coloured graph A > M [{bo, , b,_l } with nodes 
{bo, . . . , b,} as follows. 
Consider the possible lower indices (j,k) (j < k < n) of red colours. Since IAl dn, 
there are at least as many of them as there are edges in A, so we may choose distinct 
indices (j,, k,) for each s < t such that no $ k ( ( labels any edge in M r{bo, . . . , b,_ I}. 
We can now define the colour of edges (b,, b,) of A for s < t. 
l If M(a,,a,) is not red, then A(b,T, b,) =M(a,,at). 
l If M(a,,a,) = $, then 
d(b,,b,) = 
l If M(a,, at) = p, then 
A(& b,) = f:” if X(P) # P, 
P? otherwise. 
If t 3n - 2 we need to deal with the yellow colours as well. This is easy: if q : (n - 1) 
+ (t + 1) is one-to-one and t E mg(y), then (bdo), . . . , bq(+2)) is coloured ys in A iff 
(a,(0), . . . , qn-2) ) is coloured ys in M. This completes the definition of A. 
We check that A E 3. Since A differs from M[{ ao, . , al} only on red labels, it is 
enough to confirm that any all-red triangle (b,, b,!, b,) in A meets the restrictions in 
Definition 2.5(2). Now the corresponding triangle (a,,a,/,a,) on the other side is also 
red, so it has the form 
(I) (r.’ rf ,k, ,,k,, $k* ) with all lower indices distinct, or 
(II) (P, P, P). 
Case I: If the former, then (b,, b,r, b,) has the form ($“‘, $$!, $k! ), if x(i) # p, or 
(p, p, p), otherwise - and these are OK. 
It may be worth mentioning here that we are using in an essential way the fact 
that a triangle of the form (l;i,$k,,$:k’) cannot embed into M if i, i’, i* are not all 
equal. For if the triangle (a,, a,,, at) had the form ($, $k,, $zk* ) and we had x(i) = p 
and I = I # p, say, then we would be forced to label the triangle (b,, b,l, b,) by 
(P, r! ,,k,,r) for some red r. This triangle is in conflict with Definition 2.5(2). 
This is not a minor technical point. If we weakened Definition 2.5(2) to allow any 
triangle ($, $Yk,, $1,. ) where (j, k), (j’, k’), (j*, k*) are distinct, the joins Rjk mentioned 
in Section 1.5 would exist in the algebra d. 
Case IIa: If the latter, and if x(p) = p, (b,, b,!, b,) also has the form (p, p, p), which 
is OK. 
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C~sr IIb: If the latter, and if x(p)#p, we have d( b,, b, ) = I$!‘, A( b,+ , b, > = r$!>: ,1 I 
and (as 0 E 0”) A(b,, b,y,) =M(b,, b,,) = $‘P) for some ,j, k. But $“’ labels the edge 
(b,,b.+) in Ml{&,...,&-I}, so by choice of the j,, k,y, a11 three lower indices here are 
distinct. 
So in all cases there is no conflict with Definition 2.5(2), and A E 3, as we wanted. 
Hence, by Proposition 2.6, there is a graph embedding 4 : A -+ M extending the map 
id{b,,..,,,_,}. Note that #(b,) @rng(@). So the map 8+ = 8U {(a,, $(b,))} is injective, 
and it is easily seen to be a X-isomorphism in 0” and defined on a,. 
The converse, ‘back’ property is similarly proved (or by symmetry, using the fact 
that the inverses of maps in 0 are X-‘-isomorphisms). Cl 
As a speciaf case, we obtain: 
Corollary 3.11. The class 0 = C!@~u{~~ of partiul Lf-isomorphisms qf’ M (partial 
isomorphisms of M regarded as an L+-structure) of size at most n is un n-buck-und- 
fbrth system on M. 
But we can also derive a connection between classical and relativised semantics in 
M, over the following set W: 
Definition 3.12. Let W = {E E “M : M + (l\iij_,n -p(.x~,x~))(~)}. 
W is simply the set of tuples in “M not involving a label p. Lemma 3.10 allows 
us to replace p-labels by suitable &-labels within an ~-back-and-fo~h system. Thus, 
we may arrange that the system maps a tuple 6 E “A4 \ W to a tuple FE W, and by 
Fact 3.5, this will preserve any formula containing no relation symbols 5; that are 
‘moved’ by the system. The next proposition uses this idea to show that the classical 
and IV-relativised semantics agree. 
Proposition 3.13. M kW cp(G) isf M i== q(Z), for al2 GE W and all L”-jormuEas cp. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on cp. If cp is atomic, the result is clear; and the 
boolean cases are simple. 
Let i < n and consider 3xitp. If M kW 3x~q(G), then there is g E W with 6 E; Z and 
M /=r+, q(8). Inductively, M /== q(b), so clearly, M k 3&G). 
For the (more interesting) converse, suppose that M k 3Xiq(G). Then there is & E “M 
with h z-i Z and M + q(b). Take L, 6 to be any finite subsignature of L containing all 
the symbols from L that occur in cp or as a label in M[rng(b). (Here we use the 
fact that q is first-order. The result may fail for infinitary formulas involving infinitely 
many red predicates.) Choose a pe~utation x of w pi {p} fixing any i’ such that some 
5; occurs in Lcp,h, and moving p. 
Let B==Zd{a~,,~m~i~. Take any distinct l,m E n\{i}. If M(a/,a,)=$, then M(b/,b,) 
= I$ because 5 Si b, so 7; E L, i; by definition of L, ,,. 1- So x( i’ ) = i’ by definition of x. 
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Also, M(ai,a,) # p because GE W. It now follows that 8 is a X-isomorphism on its 
domain, so that 0 E 0”. 
Extend 0 to 0’ E @r defined on bi, using the ‘forth’ property of 0” (Lemma 3.10). 
Let C= 8’(b). Now by choice of x, no labels on edges of the subgraph of M with 
domain mg(E) are p. Hence, FE W. Moreover, each map in 0” is evidently a partial 
isomorphism of the reduct of M to the signature L,,h. Hence by Fact 3.5 applied to 
Lqp,b, and Lemma 3.10, we have M /= q(b) iff M k q(C). So M /== q(C). Inductively, 
M kwq(C). Since cri c?, we have M /=w3xiq(G) by definition of the relativised se- 
mantics. This completes the induction. 0 
4. The algebra of L”-definable subsets of “M 
We can now extract from the coloured graph M of Proposition 2.6 a relativised set 
algebra &, which will turn out to be representable (hence a cylindric algebra) and 
atomic. (In Section 5 we will study the complex algebra over its atom structure.) 
First, we recall some relevant facts about cylindric algebras. 
4. I. Cylindric algebras 
We do not wish to give a comprehensive introduction to these (those who want one 
may read the standard reference [S]), but we feel we should list those of their features 
that are relevant here. 
Let n be an ordinal (finite, in this paper). An n-dimensional cylindric algebra is 
an algebra d in the signature consisting of the boolean operations -, ., 0, 1, constants 
dij for i, j < n (‘diagonals’) and unary functions ci for i < n (‘cylindrifications’), and 
satisfying certain equations which can be found in [8] and which we will not go into 
here. We only need to know that every cylindric algebra is a boolean algebra with 
operators, and that the complex algebra of the atom structure of any atomic cylindric 
algebra is also a cylindric algebra. 
We generally write d$,cf, etc, for the interpretations of the respective operations 
in d. 
An n-dimensional set algebra is an algebra of n-ary relations of the form 
where W is of the form n U for some non-empty set U, (A, -, n ,8, W) is a boolean 
subalgebra of the boolean algebra (p(W), -, II ,0, W), df = {a E W : ui = ui}, and for 
X E A, q&X = {GE W : a-i b for some 6 EX}. The set W is called the unit of d. Set 
algebras are automatically cylindric algebras, but not conversely, even up to isomor- 
phism. A relutivised set algebra is similar, but has a weaker condition on ‘W’: we 
only require that W & “U for some set U. Relativised set algebras are not necessarily 
cylindric algebras. 
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Let .d be an algebra of the similarity type of cylindric algebras. A representution 
of d is an algebra embedding h from d into a direct product of set algebras, and .rJ 
is said to be representable if there is such a representation. Note that because the class 
of cylindric algebras is a variety and so closed under taking products and subalgebras, 
any representable algebra - for example, a representable relativised set algebra - is a 
cylindric algebra. 
0 will continue to denote the set of all partial L+-isomorphisms of M of size <n; 
it is an n-back-and-forth system on M. W remains as in Definition 3.12. 
Definition 4.1. 
1. For an t’&,,,-formula T, we define ‘pw to be the set (5 E !7 : M k,, q(E)}_ Here we 
use the rrluticised semuntics of Section 3.2. 
2. We define ~2 to be the relativised set algebra with domain {cp” : cp a first-order 
L”-formula) and unit W, endowed with the algebraic operations cJ,~.c,, etc., in the 
standard way (see the passage on cylindric algebras above). 
Note that .& is indeed closed under the operations and so is a bonafidc relativised 
set algebra. For, reading off from the definitions of the standard operations and the 
relativised semantics, we see that for all L”-formulas cp, $. 
l -.‘/(qy) I- (‘b”)W, 
l q,” .d $/j” =(y/q$#)~, 
. di;! = (xi = xi ) ” for all i, j < n, 
4.3. .& is wprrsentcrble 
Proof. Let Y be the set algebra with domain ~J(~M) and unit “M. Then by Proposi- 
tion 3.13, the map h : s2 + 9 given by h : qc’ t-f {Z E “M : M b q(i)} is a well-defined 
representation of SS?. D 
4.4. Atoms of .d 
Here we show that JXI is atomic. 
D~~ni~ion 4.3. A formula cc of L” is said to be MCA (‘maximal conjunction of atomic 
formulas’) if (i) M /= 3x0 . ..x._rcr and (ii) x is of the form 
A ‘xij(Xi,Xi) A A Yq(-x,,(0)>~. . ,xq(rz-2))- 
f#j<tr 0: (/I- I) - I! 
r, one --cmc 
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where 
l for each i, j, LYE is either xi =Xj, or R(xi,+) for some binary relation symbol R of L; 
l for each one-to-one map v] : (n - 1) + n, yV is either ys(x,(~,, . . . ,x~(~_x)) for some 
ys EL, if for all distinct i, j <n, aq(i)s(j) is not equality or green, or else x0 =x0, 
otherwise. 
The rough idea is that a formula CI being MCA says that the set it defines in 
“M is non-empty, and that if M /= a(Z) then the graph M[mg(Z) is determined up 
to isomorphism and has no edge labelled p. Hence, any two tuples satisfying CY are 
isomorphic and one is mapped to the other by the n-back-and-forth system 0. By 
Fact 3.5, no L”,, -formula can distinguish them. So a defines an atom of d - it is 
literally indivisible. Since the MCA-formulas clearly ‘cover’ IV, the atoms defined by 
them are dense in &. So JJ? is atomic, as required. This, informally, is the content of 
the next two results. 
Lemma 4.4. Let qn be uny L& -formula, and CI any MCA-formula. If (pw n cxw # 0, 
then aw C rpw. 
Proof. Take Z E (pw n 8. Let b E aw be arbitrary. Clearly, the map (5 I-+ 6) is in 0. 
Also, W is L&,-definable in M, since we have 
By Corollaries 3.6 and 3.11, we have M/=,&a) iff M/==,q(b). Since M+;,cp(a), 
we have M /=wcp(b). Hence, aw 2 q”. I? 
Definition 4.5. Let F = {a” : c( is an MCA L”-formula} c d. 
Evidently, W = U F. 
Proposition 4.6. d is an atomic algebra, with F as its set of atoms. 
Proof. First, we show that any non-empty element qw of ~2 contains an element 
of F. Take ZE W with M bw q(Z). S’ mce GE W, there is an MCA formula a such that 
M kw a(Z). By Lemma 4.4, ~1~ C qw. 
Now by the same lemma, if CI is an MCA formula, cp an L”-formula, and 8 # ‘pa’ 
Ccrw, then cp w= aw. It follows that each aw (for MCA a) is an atom of JZZ. Cl 
Remark 4.7. It follows from the foregoing that the identity map on & is a complete 
relativised representation of Oe - an isomorphism from & onto a relativised set alge- 
bra that preserves infinite meets and joins where defined. By arguments of [l l] and 
Proposition 5.4 below, d has no non-relativised complete representation. 
In any event, d has an atom structure, which we write as At d as usual. 
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5. The complex algebra over At d 
Here we study the complex algebra over the atom structure of &‘, aiming at a non- 
representability proof. 
5.1. The complex algebra as a relatizised set algebra 
Definition 5.1. Define G?? to be the complex algebra over At ~2, the atom structure 
of sl’. 
So formally, the domain of % is @(At &). The diagonal di, is interpreted in % as the 
set of all S E At d with ai = aj for some (equivalently, all) fi E S. The cylindrification c, 
is interpreted in Ce by c:X = {S E At .d : S C @(S’) for some S’ EX}, for X (T At .d. 
However, there is a more concrete way of viewing %, as we will now see. 
Definition 5.2. We let 62 be the relativised set algebra with domain {(pw : cp an L”,,,,- 
formula} and unit W. 
As before, by definition of relativised set algebras and relativised semantics, for all 
L”,,., -formulas 9, *: 
. -9(47) = (7cp)W, 
l VW.” V=(cPAti)W, 
l ~,Y=(x~=x,)~ for all i,j<n, 
0 c’(q”) = (Elx~cp)” for all i <n. 
Thus, % is indeed closed under the operations. Of course, d is a subalgebra of 22. In 
fact, % is isomorphic to the complex algebra over the atom structure of .d: 
Lemma 5.3. V F 9, via the map given by X H UX. 
Proof. The map is evidently injective. It is also surjective, since by Lemma 4.4 we 
have (pw = u{ xw : (Y an MCA formula, cz”’ C cp”} for any L”,,,-formula cp. Preservation 
of boolean operations and diagonals is clear. We check preservation of cylindrifications. 
We require that for any X C At d, we have U c?X = c,“(UX) - that is, 
U{S E At d : s c c~(s’) for some S’ E X} 
= (5, W:C+ci’ for some Z’E UX}. 
For ‘C’, let ZE S 2 c;~(S’), where S’ EX. So there is d -, a with 5’ ES’ - and so 
a’E ux. 
For the converse, let 5 E W with a --1 6’ for some d E IJX. Choose S E At .G’, S’ E X 
with a E S, 5’ E S’. We may choose MCA formulas r, 1’ with S = aw and S’ = E’~. Then 
5 E cIw n (3XiM’)w, so by Lemma 4.4, yw C (3x;~‘)~. or S 2 c;d(S’). Thus, a is in the 
left-hand side. 0 
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5.2. The complex algebra is not representable 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be completed with: 
Proposition 5.4. The complex algebra V of At d is not representable. 
This says that although the L$,,,- formulas have relativised semantics, one cannot give 
them classical semantics without changing which formulas are equivalent to which! 
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that %? is representable. 
Lemma 5.5. 9 is isomorphic to a se? algebra.7 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, %? % 9, so there is an algebra embedding g from 9 into nlE,, BJ 
= &(BI, -> n, 0,“U/, d; , c;“), a product of set algebras. Because 191&2, the in- 
dex set I of the product is non-empty. Take any VI, and consider the projection 
~1: nlE,@,-+B~. Let h=Tog:9 -+ 931. Then h preserves all the algebra operations 
(it is a homomo~hism). 
To prove the lemma, it remains to establish that h is injective. Because h pre- 
serves the boolean operations, it suffices to check that if E is an MCA formula then 
h(c?‘) # O”y3’. 
Let a E 8’ satisfy M bw E(Z). By Proposition 3.13 we have M k ~(6) classically, so 
M /= (3x0,. .~,_~a)(&) for all 6 E “M. By Proposition 3.13 again, M kw (3x0.. .~,~__~a) 
(8) for all 8 E 6F, so (3xe.. .x,_i E)~ = W = 1’. Hence we have 
.a, 
co . ..C.__l ,‘;;Ai h(aw) =h(,$ o . ..~._,((a~))=h((3x~...x,_,a)~‘)=h(l~)=~?~~. 
So certainly, /z(8) # 0 = @“j. 0 
Thus, 9 embeds via a map h into the set algebra based on @(“N), for some non- 
empty set N(= Ur). We have 
Proposition 5.6. For all L”,,,yformulus cp, $: 
__.Y 
qw = 0 (ff h(qw) = 0, and qw = W l$” h(q?) =“N, 
h((l~)W) =“N \ h(q-?), 
h((cp /\ $)w) = h(y,“) I? h(ti/“) (but there is no a~a~og~e~or inj%itaqv co~~~n~tions), 
h((x, =.I+)~)= {EE”N :ai =aj}, for all i,j <n, 
h((3xicp)@‘) = {a E “N : UEi 5’ for some (z’ E h(cpw)}, for all i < n. 
Now we can get down to business. We will find an infinite red clique in N, so 
obtaining a con~adiction as described in Section 1.5. The clique will be forced by an 
(n - I)-tupie ?I in the relation y,: its nodes will be the apexes of cones with base 
‘We are proving that 54 is simple (see [E] for the meaning). 
a* 
Fig. 6. A r-cone on (UCJ ,.... o,.. :}. 
8. We will use Proposition 5.6 frequently in the proofs, sometimes without explicit 
mention. 
Lemma 5.7. There are ho,. . . , h,-, E A’ with (h,,. . ,h,,_, ) E h(yw(xo.. .x,, 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, ,J&x~, . . . ,,I+~ )“’ # @, so the result is i~~rn~d~ate 
sition 5.6. E 
Fix b,~, . . , h,+~ as in the lemma. 
Lemma 5.8. Fw my t < co, there is C, t N suclz that 
-2 Y” ). 
by Propo- 
Proof. Let q, =y&o,. ..,x,~-2)~3x,1-~(~d(xo,x,,-~ 1 A AlGjGn_2 Yi(Xi,&-~f). 
Claim. (cpr)” = W. 
Proof. Let U E W, and suppose that A4 /===w (yC,(x~~. . . ,. x iI -2))(i). Then the graph shown 
in Fig. 6 is in 9, as there are no green edges in M[{ao,. . ,atl_2) and the condi- 
tion of Definition 2.5(4) is obviously met. So by Proposition 2.6, the identity map 
on the set {a~,..., an-z} extends to a graph embedding 0 : {a~, . . . , a,_?, a*} --f M. 
Clearly, ii’ = (a~, . . ,an_2, @(a* )) E Ff) ’ Z’ ~-1 & and M +I+, (~~~(~~~~.-~,~-, f A /jr aiG,i_2 
yijxi.x,-~ ))(6). This proves the claim. El 
Now by Proposition 5.6, h(qy) ==“N, so (bo, . . . h,-~ ) E h(q:‘). By choice of ho,. . 
h,,_~, there is cy EN with (bo,. . ..h,-2.~) E ~((~~(~~,~,~-I )A /jl srCn__2 Y~CX~,X,,-I 1)” 1, 
and the lemma follows. Cl 
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Pick cI EN (t < w) as in the lemma, let b, also be as in the lemma, and for each 
s < t < o define cst to be the sequence (cs, bl,. . , b,,-2,~~) E “N. Fix s < t < w. 
Lemma 5.9. t_Tst @h(wj(x~,xn_~)“) for each i with 1 Gidn - 2. 
Proof. Consider the L”-formula 
Clearly, $ is classically equivalent to gi(xi,xn-t ) A gi(xl,xo) (we use the assumption 
n 23 here). Now in M we have no triangles of the form (gi,gi, wi) (see Defini- 
tion 2.5(2)). It follows that M l= ($ -+ ~~~(xo,x,_t))(Z) for all a E “M. By Proposi- 
tion 3.13, we obtain ($ --+ ~w~(xo,x,_I))~ = W. Hence, by Proposition 5.6, Fst E h(($ + 
1wi(X02xn-l >>w). 
Now by the same proposition again, and the choice of the br, we have 
1. &=(bo , . . . , bn-2, ct) E h(gi(xi,xn-l )w>, ~0 that cst E h((3xogi(xi,xn-l )Y). 
2. I;,=(bo ,...rbn--2,cs)Eh(gi(xi,xn-*)W), so that (c,,bl,...,bn--2,cs)Eh((xn-1 =x0 
A3xog;(~~,x,-t)))~) and Gt ~h((3x,-l(x,-1 =xoA3xogdx;,xn-~)))@'). 
SO Fst E h(tjw). Hence Zst @h(wi(xO>xn_t)W). 0 
Let y be the Lko -formula x0 =X,-I V WO(XO,X,-I) V VBEL green s(xO,xn-l). 
Lemma 5.10. Cst # h(yw). 
Proof. This is similar but more complicated. Inspection of Definition 2.5(2) shows that 
M~,(hl(g”,(xl,Xo)~\~(xl,~,-l)) + ly)(cT) for all GE W. Consider the L”-formula 
6 =3x1(x1 =x0 A 3xo(3x*g~(xo,x,_,) A zlx~-l(x,-l =x1 A 3x,g;(xo,x,-,)))). 
Now 6 and 3x1 (g;(xi ,x0) A gh(xl ,x,-l )) are classically equivalent first-order L”- 
formulas, so by Proposition 3.13 they are equivalent in the relativised semantics +w 
too. Hence, (6 + 1~)~ = W. So by Proposition 5.6, Fsc E h((6 -+ -Y)~). Now 5, E h(g”, 
(x0,x,-t )w), and & E h(gh(xs,x,_t )“). Working through the definitions of J,b,,&, and 
Csl shows that C,t E h(dw). So Cst $h(rw), as required. c3 
For each j < k < n define Rjk to be the L&,-formula Vi,, $(x0,x,-t). 
Lemma 5.11. For each s < t < CO there are j < k <n with CJt E h(R]r). 
Proof. As A4 E 3, and no label in the range of a tuple in W is p, we have 
yv v w(xo>Xn-I) v v Rjk = w. 
I $i<n-2 j<kin 
Pick s < t <co. By Lemma 5.9, & g’h((V,GiGn_2 w;(xo,x,-I>>~). By Lemma 5.10, 
& 6 h(yw). So by Proposition 5.6, there are j < k < n with & E h(R,r). 0 
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By Lemma 5.11 and the pigeon-hole principle, there are s < t < w and j <k <n with 
?a,,., For E h(R$). Since the lemma also gives F,, E h(R,!$ ) for some j’, k’, we see (using 
Proposition 5.6 throughout) that the sequence (co, err b1,. ,6,-z. c,) is in h(~“), where 
SO xw f8. Let ZE xw. Then A4 ~=wR~~(u~~,~,_~)ARj~(u~,~~)ARj~~~(u~,~,,~~). Hence 
there are i,i’,i”<o with M~,~~(u~.a,_~)Aul~(u~,al)A~;~~,(al,u,_~). 
But _!L E 3, so by Definition 2.5(2) it can have no triangles of the form ($,$, &). 
This is a contradiction, and it completes the proof of Proposition 5.4. Cl 
Theorem 1 .l now follows from Propositions 4.2, 4.6, and 5.4. 
6. Relation algebras 
We briefly discuss the half of Theorem 1.1 concerning relution algebras. We will 
not be detained long, as the arguments are nearly identical to those in the cylindric 
algebra case. 
6.1. Dejinitions 
We must now introduce relation algebras more formally. 
The signature of relation algebras is {-, .,O, 1, l’,- ,; }, where -, ., 0, 1 are as for 
cylindric algebras, 1’ is a constant (‘identity’), - a unary function (‘converse’), and 
; a binary function (‘composition’). A relation algebra is an algebra in this signature 
that satisfies certain equations which again we do not need to go into. We write RA 
for the class of relation algebras; it is a variety. 
A (simple) proper relution ulyebru is an algebra in the signature of relation algebras 
of the form 
.d = (A, -. n ,f~, =U, l’.cy’, -.d, ;.” ), 
where U is some non-empty set, (A, -, n ,0, ‘U) 1s a boolean subalgebra of the boolean 
algebra ([J(‘u),-, n,@,=U), 1’~“={(u,u):u~U}, and for X,Y e.4, X-“={(a,b): 
(b, a) E X} and X;.“Y = {(a, b) : %((a, c) E X A (c, b) E Y)}. Any proper relation alge- 
bra is an algebra of binary relations on a set. 
A representation of an algebra .d of the signature of relation algebras is an embed- 
ding h from JZ! into a direct product of proper relation algebras. An algebra is said to 
be representable if it has a representation; any such algebra is necessarily a relation 
algebra. We write RRA for the class of all representable relation algebras; it is also a 
variety, contained in RA. 
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6.2. Results 
Now take the dimension ‘n’ of Sections 2-5 to be 3. The signature L (Definition 3.7) 
of the graph M of Proposition 2.6 now consists of binary relation symbols only. 
Let JZZ be the proper relation algebra of all binary relations on M that are definable 
by a formula of L3 (the fragment of first-order logic over L consisting of all formulas 
using only the variables x, y,z) with only two free variables. Clearly, .d is closed 
under the boolean operations, and also the relation algebra operations: l’,” is defin- 
able by x = Y; the converse of the relation defined by &x, Y) is defined by cp( y,x); 
and the composition of the relations defined by cp(x, Y) and $(x,Y) is defined by 
WVGZ) A t/Hz> Y)). 
Lemma 6.1. d is atomic. 
Proof. Define, for the relation algebra case, an MCA formula to be one of the form 
a(x,y)Ayo(x,y)Ayl(y,x), where x is eitherx==Y orR(x,Y) for some REL, yo(x,y) is 
either some ys(x, Y) (if x is not equality or green) or x =x, otherwise, and similarly for 
;jt(Y,x). Examples include x=y, g/&y), and ~I(~,~)AY,(~,Y)AY{~,~~(v,x>, up to 
equivalence. Define 0, the set of all partial isomorphisms of M of size at most three, as 
before. It is a 3-back-and-forth system on M. As in Lemma 4.4, for any MCA formula 
CI and a, b E 2M, if M k a(a) A a(b) then the map (5~ b) is in 0, so by Fact 3.5, 
Z and ?J are indistinguishable by any L3-formula. It follows that each MCA formula 
defines an atom of .EZ. 
To show that any non-empty relation of & contains such an atom, let cp(x, y) E L3 
define such a relation, and let W be as in Definition 3.12 (for the 3-dimensional case). 
Then, in terms of Definition 3.1, for arbitrary 5~ 3M we have M /= 3xyzq(C), so 
that by Proposition 3.13, M kw 3xyzcp(Z) also. So there exists (a, b, c) E (pp. Note 
that by definition of W, (a, b) lies in an atom of &. Also, by Proposition 3.13 again, 
M k cp(a, b, c), and as q has only x, Y free, we have M + q(a, 6). Thus, the relation 
defined by cp intersects an atom of d, and thus contains one. 0 
This shows that the atoms of G! are the collections of all directed edges of M of 
a given isomorphism type, excepting those with type p. 
For a relation symbol R EL, write R M for its interpretation {(a,a’) E 2M :M /= 
R(a, a’)} in M. Thus, RM E d. But we may regard JZZ as a subalgebra of %, the 
complex algebra over At d, via the map a H {x E At d : d /=x <a}; this is easy to 
check. Therefore, we have RM E %F. 
Lemma 6.2. The complex algebra % over At d is not representable. 
Proof. Assume otherwise. As in Lemma 5.5, it can be shown that V has a representa- 
tion of the form h : % -+ B, where .% is a (simple) proper relation algebra of the form 
(P(~U), -, n,. . .). Choose (b, b’) E h&y) - as before (Lemma 5.7), such a (b, b’) ex- 
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Fig. 7. Non-representability of the complex relation aigebra. 
ists. Now, by Proposition 2.6, for each i < co we evidently have M b ‘VXJ( ~,.,(x. J’) -2 
3z(y;(x,z) A qr(:, y))), so that J;: C 86”; $I?. Hence, (h, h’) f ir(&“); &I:‘). so there 
is ci E U with (h,c,) E /I(&“‘) and (cl.@) E h(gy). See Fig. 7. 
As in the cylindric algebra case, we can show that there is a red relation holding 
between any two distinct c;. The six elements 1’. G = !J<,,, q[j”l lJ y;“, W = v::’ ~1 II*;‘. 
and &$k = U, < ,!) ?$” (j <k < 3) of V form a finite partition of the atoms of .c/. Now 
by de~n~tion of complex algebras, compositions of these elements (via ‘;‘) in ti can bc 
computed by taking the set of products of all atoms they contain. Using this, we see 
for example that (G; G) . G = 0, because M has no green triangles. Since if i #,j then 
(u;, c’i) E h(G; G), it follows that (ci, ci ) $ h( G j. It can be checked in a similar way that 
(ci,cj)@h(l’) and (c,,cj)@h(W). So for each i <j <(I) we must have (c,,c,)~h(R,~i) 
for some k < I < 3. 
By the pigeonhole principle, for some i < j < 5 and k < I < 3 we must have (cl:. c‘, ). 
(CO, ci) E ~(R~~). Also, (cf, c;) E h(Ri;,p ) for some k’, I’. But Rx/; Rx] I Rtlp = 0, since M 
has no triangles of the form r~~,~~~,~~~~, (with two suffixes the same). This leads to an 
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